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Abstract
Cognitive distortions have a way of playing havoc with our lives. The most important step to untwist
the irrational thinking is identifying the forms of the cognitive distortion. The daily narration or
diaries of the patients are always used by the cognitive-behavioral therapists as a clue to identify the
cognitive distortion. But these natural language materials are always diverse and desultory which
affect the efficiency and accuracy of identification. In this research, we propose a model called
ICODLE (Identifying Cognitive Distortion by Deep Learning) which utilizes the daily narration or
diaries of the patients to identify the forms of the cognitive distortion. ICODLE collect the daily
narration and diaries from the authoritative books and webpages in CBT (Cognitive-Behavioral
Therapy) domain. Then ICODLE creates the database of the 10 forms of cognitive distortion which
were defined by David D. Burns. By utilizing the advanced deep learning techniques (e.g., Word
Embedding, CNN (Convolutional Neural Network), etc.), ICODLE can identify the forms of the
patients' cognitive distortions without the features extraction. ICODLE can effectively assist the
patients and the cognitive-behavioral therapists to diagnose the cognitive distortions. ICODLE also
benefit to build up the online persuasion system.
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I. Introduction
Cognitive distortion is the systematic mistakes of in the perception and information processing, are
individuals convinces themselves of something that isn’t really true [1]. These inaccurate thoughts
reinforce negative thinking and caused depression. The patients will tell themselves the things that
sound rational but actually only serve to keep them feeling bad about themselves [1] [2].
Cognitive therapy is a treatment process using for the depression. It assists the patients to change
their beliefs and behaviors that generate the certain mood states. Many prior works discovered that
depressed patients continually had spontaneously arising negative awareness (“Automatic thoughts”
that were verbal or imaginal in nature) about themselves, their worlds, and their future. But if the
cognitive-behavioral therapists help them to solve their problems, analyze their dysfunctional
behavior, and the distortions in their thinking, they can achieve sustained improvement in their
emotion, symptoms, behaviors, and relationships [3]. The first therapeutic strategy of cognitivebehavioral therapists using to untwist the irrational thinking is to identify the forms of the cognitive
distortion [4] [5].
TABLE I: THE 10 FORMS OF COGNITIVE DISTORTIONS [4]
No.
1
2
3
4
5

Forms of Distortion
All-or-nothing thinking
Overgeneralization
Mental filter
Discounting the
positives
Jumping to conclusions:
Mind-reading

6

Fortune-telling
Magnification or
minimization

7

Emotional reasoning

8

Should statement

9

Labeling

10

Personalization and
blame

Description
You think things in absolute, black-and-white categories.
You look at a negative event as a never-ending pattern of defeat.
You dwell on the negatives.
You insist that your accomplishments or positive qualities don’t
count.
You regard the others’ response as negative to you but there is no
exact evidence;
You arbitrarily predict the things will turn out badly.
You blow things way out of proportion or you shrink their
importance.
You reason from how you feel: “I feel like an idiot, so I really
must be one.”
You criticize yourself (or other people) with “should,” “ought,”
“must” and “have to.”
Instead of saying “I made a mistake,” you tell yourself, “I’m a
jerk,” or “a fool,” or “a loser.”
You blame yourself for something you weren’t entirely
responsible for, or you blame other
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Tab. I shows the 10 forms of cognitive distortion defined by David D. Burns. [4]. The daily
narrations or diaries of the patients are always used by the cognitive-behavioral therapists as a clue
to identify the cognitive distortion.
David D. Burns encourages the patients to record their daily mood log as shown in Tab. II. The
daily mood log is a diary to write the “automatic thoughts” which occur spontaneously when the
patient experience some specific problems or upsetting events which bothering them. The form of
distortion can identify by the cognitive-behavioral therapists or themselves. Then, depending on the
forms of the distortion, the cognitive- behavioral therapists or themselves can generate the rational
responses to instead of their “negative thoughts”. However, the cognitive-behavioral therapists can’t
always follow the patients whenever their negative thoughts occur. For the patients, they are not
professional enough to identify themselves’ cognitive distortions and even they tend to believe their
original thought. Therefore if there are some online therapists which can identify the forms of
cognitive distortion of the “automatic thoughts” and give the rational responses in real time, that will
be very helpful to the patients. Nonetheless the “automatic thoughts” are always diverse and
desultory which affect the efficiency and accuracy of the identification.
TABLE II: THE DAILY MOOD LOG [4]
Automatic Thoughts

Distortions

I just know that I’m going
to have an awful day.

fortune telling

Rational Responses
Today might have some obstacles,
but I can overcome them and still
have a good day.

Traditional natural language classifiers are almost constructed based on the human-designed features
(e.g., Dictionaries, Knowledge Bases, Special Tree Kernels, etc.) [6] [7]. However recently, deep
learning approaches are widely used to natural language classification tasks [6] [8] [9]. By utilizing
the layers with convolving filters, CNN (Convolutional neural networks) can capture the local
features of sentences automatically [10]. So CNN have been shown to be effective for natural
language classification and other NLP (Natural Language Processing) tasks. On the word
3
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representation aspect, the traditional NLP techniques always represent words as indices in a
vocabulary, which not include the relationship between words.
Compared with 1 of V, the word embedding learned by deep learning approaches targets to encode
the semantic relationships, linguistic regularities and patterns into the embedding space explicitly. So
word embedding technique will learn a dense, low-dimensional, high-level feature representation
real-valued vector for each word in an unsupervised way [11] [12]. This makes it suitable to use as
an input of natural language classification.
In this paper, we present a model called ICODLE based on deep learning approach to identify the
forms of cognitive distortion. ICODLE collects the daily mood log and narration of the cognitive
distortion patients from the authoritative books [1] [3] [4] [5] and webpages [13] [14] in CBT
(Cognitive- Behavioral Therapy) domain. First, ICODLE creates the database of the 10 forms of
cognitive distortion which defined by David D. Burns [4]. Then, ICODLE uses 1 of V to represent
the words into one hot vector. After that, ICODLE uses word2vec based on CBOW (Continuous Bag
of Words Model) to encode the word vector to a dense, low-dimensional, high-level feature
representation real-valued vector by 100 billion words of Google News. With the word vectors
obtained from word2vec, ICODLE trains the CNN classifier with one layer of convolution to classify
the daily narration or diaries of the patients to the 10 forms of cognitive distortion. An experiment on
a large scale of real-world materials is ongoing to evaluate the efficiency of ICODLE. ICODLE also
benefit to build up the online persuasion system due to identifying the forms of cognitive distortion
is the precondition to form a reasonable persuasion.

II. Related Work
CBT (Cognitive Behavior Therapy) is a popular research topic about psychosocial intervention [1]
[15], and it’s the most popular evidence-based practice for mental disorders treating [16]. The
cognitive-behavioral therapists who identify cognitive distortions make big contribution to the
treatment of depression and anxiety [17-20]. For example, the treatment manual for depression of
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Aaron T. Beck et al. [3] presents an explicit theory and practice of cognitive therapy for depression
and provides the guidance to address suicidal ideation and possible relapse. Dawes, RM [21]
proposes that the cognitive-behavioral therapists can use CBT techniques to assist the patients to
challenge their beliefs and replace cognitive distortion such as “overgeneralizing”, “minimizing
positives”, etc. to more rational responses, thus reducing the emotional distress and their selfdefeating behavior. The most common forms classification of cognitive distortions is proposed by
David D. Burns, M.D [4]. This book includes an explanation of the principles of CBT and describes
in detail about how to improve individual’s mood and life by identifying and eliminating common
cognitive distortions. There are some exercises to assist the reader in identifying the forms of
cognitive distortion and replace them with more rational responses.
Machine learning technique is widely used to the CBT domain. James K et al. [22] propose the
intelligent real-time therapy which uses machine learning to optimize the delivery of momentary
cognitive-behavioral interventions. Masson, Kristoffer NT, et al. [23] predicts long-term outcome of
internet- delivered cognitive behavior therapy for social anxiety disorder using fMRI (Functional
Magnetic Resonance Imaging) and SVM. J Li et al. [24] uses the machine learning method to
identify the sentiment of the sentences. IR Galatzer-Levy et al. [25] shows a machine learning
application to forecast PTSD (Post Traumatic Stress Disorder) from early trauma responses
quantitatively. Clark, Ian A et al. [26] predict intrusive memories of traumatic film footage using
machine learning on fMRI data.
To our best knowledge, we do the first attempt for identify the forms of cognitive distortion by deep
learning method.

III. The Approach
A. System Overview
Fig. 1 shows the structure of ICODLE. There are 2 main lines in ICODLE, one is the training
phase another is prediction phrase. In the training phase, the input is the collected daily mood
5
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log or narration of the word vector matrix patients from the authoritative books and webpages
in the CBT domain. Then we send the labeled text to the word embedding part to transform the
text to word vector matrix.
Next, we use the word vector matrixes of different forms of cognitive distortion to train the
CNN model and get the trained CNN multiclass classifier. In the prediction phase, if a cognitive
patient input an automatic thought, ICODLE will go through same wording embedding
progress and use the trained CNN multiclass classifier to identify the form of cognitive
distortion if current automatic thought.

Fig. 1: The Structure of ICODLE

B. Data Preprocessing
In the data preprocessing of ICODLE, we separate symbol like “()”, “?” to words. Then we
split the abbreviation of the sentences like “that’s” to “that is”, “won’t” to “will not”. Last we
unify all the word to lowercase.

C. Word Embedding
Word embedding is used to compute distributed representations of words, and transform the
words into the form of continuous vectors. Word embedding assumes that words appear in
similar context may have similar meanings [27]. Therefore in the embedding space, the
semantically similar words are close to each other. The input of word embedding is the result
of 1 of V. 1 of V generates a fixed-size vocabulary from the materials with V members in total.
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So V is the dimension of 1 of V. Each input word will be coded as a vector of size V with all
zeros except for the element corresponding to the word’s order in the vocabulary.
Word embedding is unsupervised word representations contained many different methods.
Here we introduce the technique used in ICODLE call word2vec. The word2vec can use either
of the two model architectures proposed by Mikolov et al. to generate a distributed
representation of the words: one is called CBOW and another is called Skip-gram (Continuous
Skip-gram Model) [28] [29].

Fig. 2: The Structure of CBOW [28]
Fig. 2 shows the structure of the CBOW model [28]. There are 3 layers in CBOW, respectively
are input layer, projection layer and the output layer. The CBOW model predicts the current
word by utilizing the surrounding context words. And the CBOW model assumes that the
words sequence of the context does not affect the result of prediction. Supposing 𝑤(𝑡) is any
word in the corpus, the Context(𝑤(𝑡)) is the n words before and after the target word 𝑤(𝑡). So
we have a training sample (𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡(𝑤(𝑡)), 𝑤(𝑡)), and the window is 2𝑛 + 1, here we assume
the n = 2. The objective function of CBOW model is to maximize the sum of log probabilities
of the surrounding context words conditioned on the center word:
∑𝑤∈𝐶 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑝(𝑤(𝑡)|𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡(𝑤(𝑡)))

(1)

where C is the vocabulary of all words.
For the projection layer, we accumulate the 2n vectors from input layer as following:
𝑋𝑤 = ∑2𝑛
𝑖=1(𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡(𝑤(𝑡))𝑖 )

(2)
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From the projection layer to the output layer there is a Huffman Tree, using to
compute the p(w(t)|Context(w(t))).
𝑦
,𝑖
𝑒 𝑤(𝑡) 𝑤(𝑡)

p(w(t) Context(w(t))) = ∑2𝑛

𝑖=1 𝑒

𝑦𝑤(𝑡),𝑖

(3)

Using this equation, we can compute a score to each word according to the vocabulary.

D. Identify the Forms of Cognitive Distortion by CNN
The input of the CNN is a sentences matrix generated by word2vec. The row of the matrix
corresponds to each word. The number of columns is the dimension of the word embedding.
For a 9 word sentence using a 300-dimensional embedding, we would have a 9 × 300 matrix as
our input.
In the convolution layer, ICODLE performs convolutions over the embedding matrix using
multiple filter sizes and generate feature maps. The width of the filters is 300 which are same
as the width of the input matrix. The height, or sliding windows, is 2-5 words. The
convolutional layer contains multiple filter widths and feature maps.
Next, ICODLE max-pool the result of the convolutional layer into a long feature vector, i.e.,
the largest number from each feature map is recorded and adds dropout regularization.
Last, we classify the result using a softmax layer.

IV. Conclusion and Future Work
Cognitive therapy is a treatment process using for the depression. It assists the patients to change
their beliefs and behaviors that generate the certain mood states. The most important step to untwist
the irrational thinking is identifying the forms of the cognitive distortion. But these natural language
materials are always diverse and desultory which affect the efficiency and accuracy of identification.
In this research, we propose a model called ICODLE which utilizes the daily mood log and narration
of the cognitive distortion patients to identify the cognitive distortion. Based on the deep learning
techniques like word2vec, CNN, etc., ICODLE can identify the forms of the patients’ cognitive
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distortions without the features engineering. ICODLE can assist patients and the cognitivebehavioral therapists to diagnose the cognitive distortions sufficiently. ICODLE is also significant to
build up the online persuasion system.
In the future, we will conduct an experiment on a large scale of real-world materials to evaluate the
efficiency of ICODLE.
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